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Teaching and assessing mathematics in Indigenous languages which do not have 

developed school mathematics registers may require teachers to translate word 

questions from a source language into their own language. Differences may occur 

between the source and the translation due to semantic and syntactic requirements of 

the target languages and for other reasons during the translation process. We present 

examples of some translations by teachers of word problems from English into 

languages of Central Province, Papua New Guinea. Even simple statements can 

contain multiple changes in translation. Some statements may be difficult or 

impossible to translate while retaining a comparable mathematical difficulty. 

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMATICS  

There are powerful arguments for teaching mathematics in children’s first languages. 

First languages connect with children’s social and cultural identities. It is also easier 

for children to learn subject matter in a language in which they are fluent (Matang & 

Owens, 2014; Pinnock & Vijayakumar, 2009). Where students are trying to learn 

mathematics in a language in which they are not yet fluent, the outcome may be 

impaired learning. For example, the difficulty of word problems in mathematics can be 

exacerbated for those learning in an additional language (Jones, 1982; Lean, Clements 

& Del Campo, 1990).  

However, there are many languages spoken by children that do not have developed 

mathematics registers for use in school. A mathematics register is the meanings, words 

and grammatical structures used in talking about, learning and doing mathematics 

(Halliday, 1978). These languages may not have a history of being used in school 

mathematics, there may not be text books or curricula, and teachers who speak these 

languages may not have received their own mathematics education in these languages. 

While the language to teach and learn mathematics can be developed in any language, 

the process of identifying or developing appropriate language requires both care and 

time (Meaney, Trinick & Fairhall, 2011). When there are many languages spoken in a 

single country, there may not be the resources to formally develop a mathematics 

register in all of them. In this case, individual teachers may be in the position of 

working out how to use the language. This may include translating material from 

another language. 
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Papua New Guinea has a population of around 7 million people. With close to 850 

languages spoken, it is one of the most linguistically diverse region of the world 

(Lewis, Simons, & Fennig, 2013). Papua New Guinea is also economically 

undeveloped, with schools being poorly resourced, often with little access to books, 

electricity or computer technology. The country inherited an English language 

education system from its time as an Australian colony. In the 1990s a reform of the 

education system occurred introducing indigenous languages, known as Tok Ples, and 

culture into education, along with the provision of three years of elementary schooling 

(Klaus, 2003). A step model of language instruction was introduced, with instruction 

beginning in local languages, and a transition to English occurring in the third year of 

primary school, with the amount of English increasing over the next two years 

(Department of Education Papua New Guinea, 2004).  

This included the development of a Cultural Mathematics program, a specific 

approach in Papua New Guinea that seeks to integrate local mathematical knowledge 

and practices, such as counting or measurement, into the school program, thus building 

on the home knowledge of the students (Department of Education Papua New Guinea, 

2004). Much of the challenge of developing a teaching program in so many languages 

has had to be met by individual teachers at a village level. This was a huge shift in the 

role of the teacher in Papua New Guinea (Feeger, 1997).  

Teaching mathematics in indigenous languages can require both in the moment 

decisions about language use and planned language use, such as translating 

mathematics questions from English. In both cases, teachers need to decide which 

terms to use and how to use them. In this paper we ask what is lost and what is gained 

in translations – what is the mathematical significance of syntactic and semantic 

changes in translated questions?  

EQUIVALENCE OF TRANSLATED QUESTIONS 

Within a single language there can be simpler or more complex phrasing of arguably 

equivalent questions. Making even small changes to the sentence structure of a 

mathematical question within a language can affect the difficulty of the question (De 

Corte & Verschaffel, 1987; Solano-Flores, 2010). In some contexts, there may be a 

case for ensuring that mathematical questions to be translated have a simple structure. 

Some guidelines for translatability include using short, simple sentences; using the 

active voice; and using the full noun in all contexts rather than pronouns 

(Ercikan,1998). However, it is not possible to completely separate the readability of a 

mathematical question from the mathematics of the question (Österholm & Bergqvist, 

2012). At times, the inferential understanding of a passively and complexly phrased 

question may be part of students’ mathematical literacy that we would like to assess. 

We would argue that this also applies to the complexity of questions posed orally. 

Teachers’ own judgements of the mathematical difficulty of questions is to some 

extent also based on the language difficulty of the questions (Solano-Flores, 2010).  
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There can also be simpler, more complex, or just plain different phrasing of equivalent 

questions translated between languages. In some cases the differences are unavoidable 

due to grammatical imperatives of the languages. In other cases the differences may be 

structurally avoidable but the question may have the wrong tone or sound awkward in 

the target language. That is, the languages may have similar possibilities of expression, 

but one expression will sound more natural or normal in one language. Differences 

may also occur because the translator is primarily concentrating on retaining what they 

see as the mathematical content with less attention paid to the structure of the sentence, 

or content seen as not mathematically important. Finally, there are also cases where a 

translation is not really possible, as the question contains terms and concepts for which 

there is no equivalent in the target language. This is particularly the case when 

attempting translation into a language that does not have a developed school 

mathematics register.  

One change that can have mathematical significance is a change in the level of 

abstraction or concreteness of a question. There are both advantages and disadvantages 

to processes of abstraction. Sfard (2008) claims that mathematical discourse in a large 

part serves to objectify “things” such as numbers through processes of abstraction, 

reification and alienation. This includes the elimination of the human subject in talking 

about numbers by using passive structures and nominalisation. Such “impersonal 

discursive forms are very effective in implying the extradiscursive existence of 

numbers,” (p. 50) which facilitates communication about these mathematical objects. 

On the other hand, abstract objects such as bare numbers are more difficult to operate 

with than concrete objects whether real or imagined (Huttenlocher, Jordan, & Levine, 

1994). Especially in the early years of mathematics education, there are many contexts 

in which it is preferable to anchor mathematical problems or situation to the concrete.  

The linguistic practices associated with objectification in mathematics such as 

nominalisation are reasonably easy to perform in English and other Indo-European 

languages, but are not as available in all languages. Note that we need see the different 

grammatical properties of different languages as limitations only when we ourselves 

are limited in our goals to the reproduction of the established mathematical discourse 

in those languages. Barton (2009) claims that our mathematics have developed in line 

with the ways that our languages delineate our world, but also that there is potential in 

other, dissimilar languages to develop new logics and new mathematics. Nevertheless, 

there are many situations in which the primary aim is the reproduction of an 

established mathematical discourse, particularly in terms of providing access to the 

social and economic benefits associated with competency in school mathematics. 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA CONTEXT 

Levels of resourcing and the sheer number of languages mean that developing a formal 

mathematics register in all the languages that are used in schools in Papua New Guinea 

is not currently feasible. This paper reports on part of a three year study which is 
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exploring how best to identify and use cultural mathematical proficiencies to assist 

young students to transition to school mathematics in Papua New Guinea. A week long 

professional development workshop is delivered to elementary school teachers. The 

workshop teaches how to bring local cultural and language into a teaching cycle that 

includes diagnostic assessment of children’s mathematical knowledge and 

proficiencies. The assessment includes an interview to be conducted one-on-one with 

individual children. Interview results are also to be collected as part of our data 

collection on the success of the project. The interview is provided in English, but in a 

large proportion of cases needs to be conducted in indigenous Papua New Guinean 

languages, and the teachers need to make the translations themselves.  

Time was spent working on these translations during a workshop in a village in Central 

Province, which surrounds the National Capital District which contains Port Moresby. 

Many villagers either work in the capital or rely on the income of family members who 

do. Motu, an Austronesian language, is spoken widely in the immediate region of the 

village, as is Polis Motu (also called Hiri Motu), a simplified lingua franca developed 

from but not mutually intelligible with Motu, and which is spoken across several 

provinces. Many villagers can also speak English and Tok Pisin. Other local languages 

which were used in the workshops were Hula and Koiari. Those participants who did 

not speak Motu nevertheless had a working comprehension of it. One of the two team 

members could speak Motu and Tok Pisin as well as English; the other team member 

shared only English with the participants. The workshop was predominately delivered 

in English with some discussion, particularly within small groups, in Motu.  

TRANSLATING QUESTIONS 

In this workshop, the language focus was on translating the questions in the children’s 

interviews. The questions cover a range of early number, arithmetic, measurement and 

geometrical topics. Some of the arithmetic questions started with a statement about an 

initial number of objects, either real (stones used as counters which were displayed to 

the children) or imaginary (such as bananas), which was followed by another quantity 

to be added or subtracted. For example: One of the questions began with the statement 

“I have 5 ripe bananas”. The adjective ‘ripe’ was used because some PNG languages 

have different words for eating bananas and cooking bananas, as well as names for 

many varieties of bananas and for different parts of the plant. In Tok Pisin, an eating 

banana is called ‘ripe’. The translated sentences together with their literal meanings are 

presented below.  

(1) Motu: ravao mage-dia ima eini 

banana ripe-FOC #5 here 

(2) Hula: au  piku  mera imaima 

I  banana ripe #5 

(3) Koiari: daike uhi  bae adahakibe da-agenahuma 

I  banana ripe #5  I-have_them(edible) 
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(4) Polis Motu: lau be biku  mage-na bona  5 

I FOC banana ripe-FOC together #5 

(5) Tok Pisin: mi gat faipela mao banana 

I have #5  ripe banana 

The translations produced by the teachers do not necessarily represent standard 

sentences in each language. Tok Pisin (5) was the only language in which a word for 

word translation was provided. In standard Tok Pisin the adjective should follow the 

noun, but the Tok Pisin in this region shows this influence from English. The Motu 

translation (1), which was the dominant language in the workshop apart from English, 

uses (h)eini ‘here’, which is not in the English original, and does not contain an ‘I have’ 

construction. The Hula (2) and the Polis Motu (4) include the pronoun ‘I’ but do not 

have a possessive verb ‘have’. The possession is indicated by the word order. Polis 

Motu, which is a creole based on Motu, introduces a grouping word bona ‘together’ 

which emphasises the bananas as a group as well as a focal particle be. The Koiari 

statement (3) has a possessive verb da-agenahuma which is specific to the possession 

of edible things. If the sentence was “I have 5 stones”, the verb da-agedahuma ‘I have 

them (inedible)’ would have been used. Some of the features of the translations are 

necessary in the target languages. The specification of the edibility of the bananas, 

which is implicit in the English version’s inclusion of the adjective “ripe”, is required 

in Koiari as there is no neutral possessive verb. In Hula, it would be possible to include 

the verb maparara ‘have’; however, because it is not necessary, it may be that 

including the verb would place an undue emphasis on the possessive aspect of the 

statement.   

In the case of Motu, it would also be possible, and more correct to use a more literal 

translation using dekeguai ‘have’. The Motu sentence (1) occurred between questions 

which began with similar statements that the same teacher translated more literally: 

(6) “Here are 9 stones.” 

nadi  tauratoi toi  eini 

stone  #6          #3 (9) here 

(7) “I have 5 stones.” 

lau egu   nadi ima 

I POSSESSIVE(my) stone #5 

Again with (7) a more correct Motu sentence would use dekeguai ‘have’, and it would 

be more common to use taurahanita (#8 + #1) for nine. As the two types of statements 

are both clearly possible in Motu, it is hard to say why the teacher who translated 

sentence (1) chose to do so in this way. It is also not clear whether he would then have 

been able to ask the question beginning in this way. The statements such as “Here are 5 

stones” are designed to be accompanied by actual stones to use as concrete counters 

during the interview. Would it still make sense to say “Here are 5 bananas” in the 

absence of actual bananas? In Motu, it might. In English it makes sense to say “There 
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are 5 bananas”, referring to imaginary bananas, as an existential statement than a 

positional statement that some bananas are at some place.  

The above examples shows how necessary and unnecessary changes can enter the 

translation of a very simple statement. There were other questions that presented more 

difficulties, or that required greater deviations from a literal translation.  

(8) “What are two numbers that add to 8?” 

edadia numera rua baita  haboudia-mu 

which number #2 FUTURE put_them_together- PRESENT 

taurahani be-davaria-mu. 

#8  FOCUS-find-PRESENT 

(9) “What are another two numbers that add to 8?” 

numera idaudia rua ma  ba haboudia 

number other  #2 FOCUS make put_them_together 

taurahani baina  davaria 

#8  FUTURE find 

A literal translation of (8) would be something like “(Can you) find two numbers that 

(you can) put together (to make) 8?” and of (9) “(Can you) find two other numbers that 

put together (to make) 8?” The original English question has an impersonal structure 

that is typical of mathematical discourse. There is no human agent, the question asks 

about numbers that “add to 8”, regardless of who is doing the adding, and in fact that 

add to 8 without anyone to add at all. The interviewee is being asked to identify and 

name the numbers. In the Motu translations, the interviewee is being asked to find the 

numbers and, at least in the first sentence, to put them together. The mood has changed, 

with the English question inquiring after numbers that are indicated to exist, to the 

Motu sentence indicating a hypothetical situation via future particles. While the 

English question inquires about pairs of numbers that have the property of adding to 8, 

the Motu question is asking for numbers with which the interviewee can make 8.  

There were several questions in the interview which presented difficulties in trying to 

find a suitable translation at all. In one of these, the interviewer lays out stones in two 

colours in a repeating pattern, such as 2 black, 1 white ..., and asks “show me how you 

continue this pattern.” When asked what the word for pattern in their language is, many 

of the teachers have a ready answer. However, this will often turn out to be a word that 

refers to designs such as those that are used in weaving. The word will generally not be 

able to be used about a number pattern. This is an example of a concept which is not 

present in many of the languages of Papua New Guinea. Similarly, another question 

asks the interviewee to explain “what area is”. Many of the PNG languages do not 

appear to have a term equivalent to area as used in mathematics. Interviewees might 

offer a word that also translates as ‘place’, but does not refer to an area measure bale by 

a smaller area. There are ways to talk about and measure area in some contexts, but it is 

impossible to translate a question that asks for a definition when the term is not defined 

in that language.  
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CONCLUSION 

Translating even the most straightforward of mathematical statements and questions 

from English into PNG languages presented challenges. Changes were introduced by 

the teachers into almost all of the sentences. The reasons included the grammatical and 

stylistic requirements of the target languages, decisions by the teachers about what 

parts of the sentences were mathematically significant, and the available vocabulary in 

the target languages. While some of the changes appear to be very minor, differences 

in the level of abstraction in the question may lead to the question being more or less 

difficult in the translated form than in the original form.  

Teachers’ decisions about terminology were affected by the extent of their own 

mathematical knowledge. In discussion it sometimes became clear that the teachers did 

not know how a concept explored in the early years of school would be developed in 

the later years of mathematics education. There also seemed to be a relationship 

between the topics not well understood by the teachers and topics for which local 

vernacular terms were not readily available, such as patterns and area. The translated 

sentences show differences in the degree of abstraction both as a result of teachers’ 

choices in their translations and of requirements of the individual languages, such as 

the Koiari requirement that possession be distinguished between edible and non-edible 

items. The trend was to make questions more concrete and less abstract. It is clear that 

the results of such interviews conducted by children need to be interpreted with the 

awareness that even minor changes may alter the ease of children answering a 

particular question in one language comparted to another.  
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